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Organisation name

Befriend Inc.

Your name and position

Nick Maisey, Founder/Director

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had
.
TFN funding supported us to develop the Befriend Starter Kit as a peer-mentoring service, to support 
people with a disability and mental health issues to successfully connect into the Befriend Social 
Network. The funding supported the creation of program content, and the service pilot.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used.

The funds contributed towards the cost of project management time to: 
- develop the program content, 
- develop program materials, 
- recruit, train and support the peer mentors.

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described in your original pitch. 

The project management time was also used to consider other applications of the Starter Kit. This 
contributed towards the development of Befriend's new Professional Development workshops - 
empowering support workers from community organisations with the knowledge, skills, frameworks and 
tools for facilitation community connections. 

What measures did you use to assess the impact? 

- 100% of participants reported development in at least 1 social skill
- 100% successfully connected into the Befriend Social Network events
- 85% reported that they intended to attend more Befriend events in the future
- 57% attended a Befriend event independently within one month of completing the Starter Kit
- 85% reported a high level of satisfaction with the service. 



How manypeople have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN funding?

8 peer mentors received training to develop their skills in how to facilitate social and community connections.
9 individuals accessed the Starter Kit peer mentoring service in the pilot.
42 support workers have participated in the 'Sparking Connections' Professional Development workshops.

10. What measures did you use to assess the impact?
- 100% of participants reported development in at least 1 social skill
- 100% of participants successfully connected into the Befriend Social Network events
- 85% of participants report intending to attend more Befriend events in the future
- 57% of participants attended a Befriend event independently within 1 month of completing the Starter Kit
- 85% of participants reported a high level of satisfaction with the service

Maximum 50 words.

11. Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
1. Befriend has launched a more accessible pathway into the Befriend Community for people with entry-
level barriers to social participation. 
2. Befriend has developed its ability to work in partnership with community organisations to enable
mutually beneficial outcomes related to inclusion and connection, through training and consultancy 
services.
3. The Befriend Community has grown to more than 5,500 people, making it Perth's largest inclusive
social network.

e.g. grown in size, maintained funding levels, improved services, reduced staff, relocated, secured 
corporate sponsorship etc. Maximum 50 words.

Please upload photos of the work supported with TFN funding.
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These will be published on our website and sent to donors.

Videos

If you have any videos, please provide link for downloading or sharing here (e.g. YouTube, Dropbox, 
Vimeo, WeTransfer)



12. Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met 
through TFN? 
No

We do not make any claim on additional funding you've received. We simply want to keep track of the 
leverage effect of introductions made through TFN.

13. Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from 
anyone you met through TFN? 
Yes, pro-bono services

What did you receive and from whom?
Connected with Tony Hagan, who became a Board Member, and is now our Board Chair

If not confidential. Please estimate number of hours or days if pro bono time.

14. How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

15. Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other 
sources you did not meet through TFN?
No

16. What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN? 
The main outcomes have already been described.

eg. pitch coaching, access to a new supporter base and network, greater self confidence, a greater ability 
to articulate your proposition...etc.

17. Do you have any other comments or feedback  on the TFN experience or funding process? 
I really value the collaborative aspect of the fundraising model, putting all community orgs up there 
together as partners & peers, not competitors where only 1 org wins. This is so rare to see in practice, yet 
so crucial for our sector!

Your practice of facilitating communications from the community projects back to the donors is great. One 
suggestion - The diverse demographic of the TFN donor community makes me think that it might be more 
valuable to target communications more explicitly at different ongoing funding needs. Eg. Creating the 
opportunity for us to state what we would do with a further $10k, but also what we could potentially do 
with $100k, or what our greatest current organisational challenges are. This might help unlock more 
potential from within the donor community.




